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emerging into spring
“The kids were anxious to go home
[for vacation] but they were just as
anxious to get back (as were some
of the parents in their behalf)—they
are normal young animals belonging
to the human race.”
—Cardigan founder Hap
Hinman, Cardigan Mountain
School Bulletin, April 7, 1948

Reflecting on the boys who had just returned to Cardigan
after March break in 1948, Hap Hinman shared an
observation that still offers powerful insight today. No matter
what they wear, which car their parents drive, or where they
call home, Cardigan boys—then as now—are all evolving
young human beings. While this might seem an obvious
statement, there are times when we on The Point become
more conscious that students have a different, younger

perspective than some of us further down life’s path. Our
April “season,” defined by mud (and the occasional snow
squall!), is one of those times.
Cardigan boys leave campus at the beginning of each
March with a sense of accomplishment at having “made
it” through a New Hampshire winter. From November to
March, we have lived with the impulse to huddle and lean
into one another for warmth and support. These are the
cold times, when the sunlight loses its fight far too early with
the long winter’s gloaming—those hours when the lights
in houses start flickering on, and the smell of the evening
wood smoke from chimneys overpowers that of the evening
meal being prepared by the dining staff. When our boys
leave Cardigan at the end of February, they hope also to
leave behind the darker days of winter. They often depart
for warm climates and warmer vacation experiences; they
trade their skis and skates for baseball mitts, lacrosse sticks,
(continued on page 2)

During the rainy season, students must find alternative activities while fields are drying and grass is rooting. Below, two sets of Cardigan boys
opt for testing skateboarding speed on a campus path. The only noticeable change in this pastime from 1976 (left) to today? More safety gear!
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and tennis racquets. Each boy returns to campus with more
bounce in his step, now leaning into the idea of spring. It is
this natural optimism—that spring will return—that keeps
all of us in rhythm, adults and students alike.
Of course, those of us who have lived here on The Point
know the dark secret that, more often than not, the birds
and tulips aren’t waiting to greet the boys when they return.
It is more likely that there will still be snow on the playing
fields, Canaan Street Lake will still be covered with bob
houses and several inches of ice, and the wind from the
west will still freeze a boy’s freshly washed hair on the way
to breakfast in the morning.
Even so, the boys all seem to know what’s coming. Heck, a
13- or 14-year-old boy is spring personified, full of bounce
and possibility: he is a reminder to us all that there is joy
in the simple. (These same “young animals” gave a hearty
cheer when I announced our ski holiday at breakfast this
winter, despite the fact that it was pouring outside—they
still got to go skiing!) Their buoyancy in being back together
in community with their Cardigan brothers propels our
whole community forward. We take our lead from the
young Cougars, who embody great expectations of what
is to come.
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Soon enough the birds will find their way back (as will,
regrettably, the black flies). The bulbs that have slept inches
under the frozen ground will begin to seek the surface, and
sunlight; the fields on campus will slowly become green
with lush grass. Even the ice on the lake will eventually
release its grip on the shore, float to the middle, and melt
away—just in time for our boys to greet each May morning
with a traditional Polar Bear plunge.
As the daylight lengthens and the sun grows warmer, afterdinner games of catch on the quad will begin to bump up
against evening study hall. The sound of the Victory Bell
each evening will signal boys to haul their grass-stained
clothes and breathless, sweaty bodies inside to buckle
down to work. They will flick off the lights at about the
same time that the recently-arrived birds will sing their last
songs of the day. The boys take it on faith that all of this
will happen, so we do too.
It’s the Cardigan Way.

Christopher D. Day P’12,’13
Head of School

At spring baseball practices, the lingering snowpack provides a visual reminder of Cardigan’s winter term. In an undated photo at left, Coach
Marrion and his bench watch as a batter warms up in the 1970s. At right, a 2019 player gauges field conditions after returning from March break.

Help us keep you in the loop on all things Cardigan! Find events happening near you on
our website (www.cardigan.org/rsvp) and send your current email address to development@cardigan.org.
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through their eyes
Glimpses of campus life from years past

“We now know why the crocus and other spring flowers are first seen on
the tetherball side of Brewster Hall. The motley crew of faculty canines has
appropriated the spot there for morning sun baths, thereby warming the earth
(and flowers) beneath as well. And on to the Mud and Black Fly Season!!”
Librarian Carol M. Shelton H’00
(“Once Over Lightly...” in Words About Cardigan, Winter 1974)

“No sooner did the snow melt this year than the frogs began to jump right
out of the mud.”
(“Chronicle Chatter” in Cardigan Chronicle, April 28, 1958)

“I think that you all are ‘Tops.’ We appreciate all you have done for our son.
[...] It is so gratifying for us to find him so completely happy, and when he
returned to School after spring vacation, he wrote home, ‘I love it here and
this is the best term of all.’.”
Parent letter to Co-Assistant Headmasters William P. Everts, Jr. and Richard Sawyer
(Printed in Cardigan Mountain School Bulletin, May 19, 1947)

“The return from Spring Vacation officially launches the baseball season and
there is always much speculation about what the elements of nature will present
for playing conditions. It is not unusual to have to shovel snow off the infield
for practice and more than one opening game has been played while snow was
falling. This season the field was fairly free of snow so there was only mud,
rain and cold to contend with.”
Assistant Headmaster Joseph Collins H’92, P’74 and
and Director of Athletics James Marrion H’03, P’88, GP’03,’05,’14
(“Varsity Baseball” in Words About Cardigan, Spring 1979)

“Rusty Hermann won the Ice-out contest. Scott Ketcham won the cliché
contest. No one has won the mud contest yet, maybe by June.”
(“News Around Our Campus” in The Mountain Messenger, May 1970)

The many faces of springtime at Cardigan Mountain School (at right, top to bottom):
Assistant Headmaster Joseph Collins H’92, P’74 consults with members of his 1980 baseball team.
A trip to the summit of Mount Cardigan on April 20, 1967, makes campus feel balmy by comparison.
To wear a coat, or not to wear a coat? A perennial question, answered differently by two boys in 1983.
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62 Alumni Drive, Canaan, NH 03741

Campus can take some time to dry out after March break, when Cardigan students wait out the tail-end of mud season. Pictured above, boys in Ski
Improvement during 1962-63 “got off to a great start, swimming in the mud at the base of Clancy Mountain.” When they teamed with the Campus
Improvement group to create a drainage ditch, “this time the mud reached our knees and bore a foul odor as well. All ended quickly, however,
as we were extremely able workers, particularly where our welfare was concerned, and finished the job in record time.” From left: Charles S.
Edwards, Jr. ’63, Gregory S. Hack ’63, Hudson E. Bridge ’63, Richard D. Bell ’63, Walter E. Culbertson, Jr. ’63, Allan E. Robertson ’64, John H.
Hart ’63, Mr. Alfred Wilder, Charles F. Bruder ’63, Harry S. Barndt ’64, Whitfield Gregg ’63, Mr. Frank Caleb, and Richard C. Bosworth ’63.
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